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///// SMARTER THAN THE
AVERAGE UNDERWEAR

TRANSPARENT
window for clear
color/print preview

sanitary so you
can put these on 
ASAP

RESEALABLE
zip-lock for 
reusability

one size fits
MANY

LASER-CUT
raw edges

COTTON
crotch lining for
breathability

super STRETCHY fabric
fits many body types

no side seams
for INVISIBLE fit.
under...where?

COMFORTABLE
form-flattering
wide band

$



WHEN WOULD I USE THESE?

DID YOU SAY, “PRE-washed”?

Bonks are 
sanitary in 
the pouch so 
you can pop 
them on ASAP. 

All done? Rinse, 
repeat & re-stash so 
you’re always 
prepared.

Everyday. 
Or, someday! 

 Put them in your 
purse, gym bag, 

locker, desk, car or 
carry-on so you 
always have a 

freshy.



soooo... why are Bonks

HOW DO YOU DO IT?

If you’re in a 
pinch, you need 
a fast & reliable 
solution. Just grab
& GO!

Combined sizes also 
help reduce waste by 
minimizing overstock.

Our knit 
technology 

has superior 
strength & stretch 
recovery, optimal 
for heavy wash &

weight fluctuations.

Expecting? 
Try us on for size.

ONE-SIZE?



///// LAUNCH 2023

Style #:
WHLS:
MSRP:

WT0100BL
$6
$12

BLACK MAGIC
Style #:
WHLS:
MSRP:

WT0100RB
$6
$12

ROCK BOTTOM
Style #:
WHLS:
MSRP:

WT0100TR
$6
$12

TROPIC LIKE IT’S HOT
Style #:
WHLS:
MSRP:

WT0100CA
$6
$12

CAT’S OUT OF THE BAG

OPENING ORDER: $144     |      REORDER: $72      |      CUSTOM ORDERS: 4500 pieces (p/sku)    |    Inventory available for immediate receipt



GET IN TOUCH

Hi! I’m ALI WIGART, founder of Bonks .®

Since the dawn of peoplekind, we’ve dealt with undie
blunders: a sweeze, a shart, some swass, & the all 
too familiar breakthrough bleed. As a woman & mom,
I know I’ve had it all. 

But I truly HAD IT a few years back when my luggage 
was lost in transit to a remote part of latin america & 
I was forced to let it all hang out. Never again. 

As a career apparel designer, I created Bonks as a
failproof way to ensure you’re literally always covered.
Whether it be an accident, a long day or a late night,
Bonks has your back... & your front.

hello@buybonks.com

415.497.1227

www.buybonks.com

gina@roileaders.com
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